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Supplementary Figures

Supplementary Figure 1. Representative velocity magnitude histogram for strain NCIB 3610 obtained

from PIV analysis. Data acquired ∼ 4.5 hours after deposition (Supplementary Movie 3).
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Supplementary Figure 2. Representative velocity map for motB strain obtained from PIV analysis. Scale
bar is 100µm.
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Supplementary Figure 3. Representative velocity magnitude histogram for motB strain obtained from PIV

analysis.
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Supplementary Figure 4. Representative colony biofilm morphology of matrix deficient strains at 38◦C

after 48 hours incubation. Scale bars are 5 mm.
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Supplementary Figure 5. Microscopy images of matrix deficient strains taken from below through the agar
at 38◦C. Scale bar is 200 µm
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Supplementary Figure 6. Still images taken from Movie S9 of the sinR strain. At t=0 min shows the

bacteria just after deposition. T=186 min the bacteria have grown and there is a noticeable higher density

of cells at the periphery of the colony. T=228 min we observe influx of fluid highlighted in blue; blue arrows
indicate movement of fluid which is highly restricted for sinR. T=288 min, the maximum extent of fluid has

pushed into the interior (white dotted line). T=402 min, the colony is now expanding outwards.

Supplementary Figure 7. Still images taken from Movie S10 of bslA strain. At t=0 min shows the bacteria

just after deposition. T=186 min the bacteria have grown and there is a noticeable higher density of cells at

the periphery of the colony. T=228 min we observe influx of fluid highlighted in blue; blue arrows indicate
movement of fluid. T=288 min, the maximum extent of fluid has pushed into the interior (white dotted line).

T=428 min, the colony is now expanding outwards.
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Supplementary Figure 8. Still images taken from Movie S11 of tasA strain. At t=0 min shows the bacteria
just after deposition. T=186 min the bacteria have grown and there is a noticeable higher density of cells at

the periphery of the colony. T=228 min we observe influx of fluid highlighted in blue; blue arrows indicate

movement of fluid. T=288 min, the maximum extent of fluid has pushed into the interior (white dotted line).
T=428 min, the colony is now expanding outwards.
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Supplementary Figure 9. Representative velocity magnitude histogram for epsA-O strain obtained from
PIV analysis. Data acquired ∼ 5 hours after deposition (see Supplementary Movie 11).

Supplementary Figure 10. Representative colony biofilm morphology of matrix and / or surfactin deficient
strains at 30◦C and 50◦C after 48 hours incubation. Scale bars are 5 mm.
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Supplementary Tables

Strain Genotype Reference /
Construction

NCIB 3610 wild-type
prototroph

BGSC

NRS2415 ∆tasA::spc
1

NRS2450 ∆epsA-O ::tet
2

NRS2097 ∆bslA::cml
1

NRS1859 ∆sinR::kan
3

NRS6962 ∆srfAA::kan
∆epsA-O ::tet

NRS2450 −→
NRS6962

NRS6958 ∆srfAA::kan BKK03480 −→
NCIB 3610

NRS7014 ∆pgsB ::spc BAL1811 −→ NCIB
3610

NRS7015 ∆pgsB ::spc
∆epsA-O ::tet

BAL1811 −→
NRS2450

NRS3494 3610 ∆motB pNW654 −→ NCIB
36104

BAL1811 JH642 trpC2 pheA1
∆pgsB ::spc

5

BKK03480 ∆srfAA::kan
6

Supplementary Table 1. Table of strains used in this work. Drug resistance cassettes are indicated as fol-
lows: cml, chloramphenicol resistance; kan, kanamycin resistance; tet, tetracycline resistance; and spc, specti-

nomycin resistance. BGSC represents the Bacillus genetic stock center. The direction of strain construction is

indicated with phage SPP1 (−→) recipient strain.
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